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PREFACE

It is deeply gratifying to me that an exhibition of Japanese ancient art is to

be shown in five of the leading art galleries in America at this time. The project

was made possible by the co-operation of the following institutions: the National

Gallery of Art, Washington; The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; The

Art Institute of Chicago; the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; and the Seattle Art

Museum, Seattle.

From the very inception of this plan we have had the good offices and assist-

ance of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, III, and Mr. David E. Finley. As for the selec-

tion of art objects for the exhibition we proceeded cautiously by conferring with

the American committee of three sent to us: such eminent authorities in the field

of Far Eastern art as Mr. Archibald (iibson Wenley, Director of the Freer Gallery

of Art in Washington, as chairman; Mr. Langdon Warner, formerly of the Fogg

Art Museum of Harvard University, and Mr. Alan Priest, Curator of Far Eastern

Art at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. As a result, a perfect agree-

ment on both sides was finally reached and a splendid selection was made. I have

no hesitancy in declaring that each of the ninety-one items of art objects chosen

belongs to the highest class of art work that Japan is able to send abroad at

present.

The exhibition is to remain in America for the duration of one year, begin-

ning in January 1953.

Beauty unites mankind. When Japan and America are so closely joined

together as they are at present, I cannot help thinking that the importance of

knowing each other well is all the more to be emphasized now for the sake of

tightening the bond of a lasting friendship between our two nations. Under the

circumstances, I fervently hope that this exhibition will play a useful role, not

only in bringing an increase in good will to the participating countries, but also in

contributing something worthy to world culture.

Seiichiro Takahashi

Chairman

Commission for Protection of Cultural Properties

Tokyo, December 195 c2





FOREWORD
During the year 1953 the American people will have the opportunity to view

what is probably the greatest collection of Japanese paintings and sculpture ever

to leave Japan. It has been sent to this country through the generosity of the

Government and people of Japan and constitutes a gesture of friendship and good

will which will be deeply appreciated by the American people.

The collection contains celebrated treasures from the ancient temples at

Nara and Kyoto, as well as famous works of art from public and private collec-

tions. They have been assembled under the auspices of the Commission for the

Protection of Cultural Properties of Japan; and the success of the exhibition will

be largely due to the efforts of the distinguished Chairman of the Commission,

Mr. Seiichiro Takahashi and the Deputy Chairman, Mr. Yukio Yashiro.

The exhibition has been brought to this country under the sponsorship of

the following museums in which the collection will be shown: the National Gal-

lery of Art, Washington; The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; The Art Institute of Chicago; and the Seattle

Art Museum, Seattle. The American museums have had the assistance of a com-

mittee, consisting of Mr. Archibald Gibson Wenley, Director of the Freer Gal-

lery of Art, Washington, Chairman; Mr. Alan Priest, Curator of Far Eastern Art

at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; and Mr. Langdon Warner, for-

merly of the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, who proceeded to Japan in

the summer of 1952 and conferred with the Japanese authorities in the selection

of works of art for the exhibition. Mr. John D. Rockefeller, III, President of the

Japan Society, has rendered valuable assistance, both in this country and on his

visits to Japan. The collection has been transported to this country through the

courtesy of the United States Navy.

To all those whom I have mentioned and to others who have been helpful in

this undertaking, I express most grateful thanks on behalf of the American muse-

ums. I also wish to thank those who have consented, on the invitation of the

Japanese authorities, to serve on the Honorary Committee on behalf of Japan

and of the United States, and have thereby emphasized the importance attached



to this exhibition by the two governments and by the Japanese and the Ameri-

can people.

The collection has come to this country at an opportune time, when there is

widespread and increasing interest in the history and culture of Japan. These

works of art will contribute to a better understanding of Japan on the part of the

American people. For art transcends the barriers of language; and it is by means

of great artistic achievements, such as those in the present exhibition, that we

are able to understand the inner meaning and significance of Japanese art and to

realize the contribution which it has made to the culture of the civilized world.

David E. Finley

Director, National Gallery of Art

Washington, December 1952
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INTRODUCTION
Historical Sketch

Pre-Buddhist Age (Prior to 522 A.D.)

The ancient native art of Japan has been revealed by numerous accidental

finds and by excavations of prehistoric and protohistoric sites, including many

burial mounds. Relics comprise earthen vessels, bell-shaped bronzes called dotaku,

haniwa clay figures, armor and horse furniture, gilt-bronze personal ornaments

and the like. Many of the relics are of interest primarily to archeologists, but

others show remarkable artistic talent and are of absorbing interest to art lovers.

Some critics regret that these early native art forms were replaced almost totally

in the course of Japan's sweeping adoption of continental civilization.

It is also worthy of note that bronze mirrors and other objects of Chinese

and Korean origin or style are excavated from the same sites, evidence that

Japan even in ancient times was linked with Chinese civilization over the bridge-

like peninsula of Korea.

Asuka Period (522-646')

The introduction of Buddhism from China in the middle of the sixth century,

chiefly by way of Korea, brought a dawn of civilized society to Japan. The rulers

and statesmen of Japan in the Asuka period were greatly impressed by the

advanced philosophy of Buddhism and by Buddhist art, as well as by the form

of government, social structure and other aspects of Chinese civilization. They

welcomed scholars, priests, artists, masons, gilders and other men of professional

skills from Korea and China. Many of these professional men settled in Japan

to pursue their trades and to teach the Japanese.

Among artists from the continent was Tori Busshi, the sculptor who cast

the principal bronze images in the Golden Hall at Horyuji. Through his works

the style of the Chinese Northern Wei dynasty was established in Buddhist sculp-

ture of the Asuka period. There are extant today a number of other gilt-bronze

and some wooden statues from this period, of which examples are displayed in the

present exhibition. When closely studied, these statues reveal variations in style

which indicate that Tori's was only one of a number of styles from which Japa-

nese apprentices were able to choose.

Buddhist temples founded in the Asuka period in and about the capitals of

the time were centers of art and learning. These temples were filled with art

objects and historic documents, enough of which have been preserved to indicate

the magnitude of Buddhism's contribution toward the advancement of early

Japanese civilization. It is remarkable, moreover, that a number of the wooden
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temple structures of this period still are preserved; most notable among them are

the Golden Hall and five-storied pagoda of Horyuji.

Nara Period (646-794)

Japanese art of the early Nara period shows the direct influence of art of the

early T'ang dynasty reflecting the close relations between Japan and China at

the time. Japanese sculpture of this period no longer has the rigid frontality and

symmetry which characterized the works of the previous period; it is less stiff

and austere, having more grace, natural ease of posture and tending to a sensuous

softness. Moreover, it shows distinctive Japanese characteristics in increasing

degree.

In the prosperous Tempyo era (720-810) under the reign of the Emperor

Shomu, Buddhist art in Japan became fully naturalized and attained its zenith

of perfection as well as greatest production. Buddhism prospered as the state

religion. Temples were built in unprecedented number and had to be filled with

Buddhist images. These latter were of all sizes; at the Great Eastern Temple,

the enormous Todaiji of Nara, they ranged from a tiny statuette of the Infant

Shaka to a colossal bronze Buddha more than 55 feet in height. Japanese artists

worked freely and brilliantly with clay, dry-lacquer, bronze and wood. These

grandiose projects, reminiscent of the great cave temples and cave sculptures of

China, were carried out at the expense of the state and symbolized the power of

the state religion. Near the capital of every province a provincial temple was

erected, to spread the doctrine of the supreme sovereignty of Buddha, the Al-

mighty, who ruled the whole universe. This entire fabric was closely related to

the growth and centralization of political power.

The sculpture of Japan's remarkable eighth century combines graceful beauty

with dignity and intense vitality. As for painting of the period, it is one of the

greatest losses of Japanese art that very few works remain, for it appears to

have been of surpassing beauty.

Heian Period (794-1185)

Late in the eighth century, the nation's capital was established at Heian, the

present city of Kyoto, marking the beginning of a new period. The early part

of this period saw the introduction of esoteric Buddhism by the two Japanese

priests Saicho ( Dengyo Daishi ) and Kukai ( Kobo Daishi ) . Paintings of the

mystic sects of Tendai and Shingon pictured their hierarchies of deities in geo-

metrical arrangements of the grim and powerful figures of the Five Great Myo-o.

Sculpture of the ninth century, mostly of wood, is marked by solemnity, ample

modeling and sharply chiselled draperies.
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But a more important and radical change was taking place in the character

of art concurrently with political changes of the time. Excessive state patronage

of Buddhism throughout the Nara period had made the priesthood arrogant and

demanding, and the construction of temples and colossal statues together with

lavish support of privileged groups had impoverished the state. One of the reasons

the Emperor Kammu moved the capital from Nara to Kyoto was to escape the

hierocracy of the Buddhist temples at Yamato. In the new capital, the Govern-

ment and its Imperial institutes came under the control of a regency and allied

powerful families whose income from their estates allowed them ample leisure for

enjoyment of the arts. Court life became elegant and luxurious and gave rise to

a cult of aesthetes, to whom nothing was more important than news of early

cherry blossoms in spring or of the crimson maples in autumn. This prosperity

of aristocratic society brought a surge of native inspiration in artistic styles and

flowered in the invention of Yamato-e, which was to become the classical style

of Japanese painting.

Yamato-e (lit. Japanese picture) of the Heian period was a secular painting

style of exquisite grace and refinement. It was almost purely native in its tech-

nique of drawing and coloring, its composition and subjects. The principal

mounting of Yamato-e painting is the emakimono or picture scroll. In the

Heian period most emakimono consisted of alternate pictures and calligraphed

texts, although continuous pictures and other variations of illustrated stories and

Buddhist sutras were made in number. Typical subjects were romantic episodes

in the lives of nobility and stories of poets and priests.

Religious painting also conveyed the romantic atmosphere of the period.

The doctrine of jodo (holy land or paradise) was widely preached and Buddhists

turned to worship of Amida, Lord of Illimitable Light, represented in Raigo paint-

ing as an image of immense scale, descending with other celestial beings from the

Western Paradise to receive the soul of a dying believer. With Buddhism now

divorced from the State, the newly popular faith and its compassionate deities

reflected patronage of the arts by the aristocracy; obviously their character dif-

fered greatly from the stern, inscrutable ideality of earlier Buddhist iconography.

A new architectural style was advanced in the many Amida-do halls of the

period; like the style of other arts it was graceful and delicate. Among sculptors

of the time, a great master was Jocho, noted for his Amida in the Byodo-in temple.

Jocho is often said to be the inventor of the joined-block technique of wood sculp-

ture; whether or not this is true, he was the leader of the sculptors' guild and the

influence of the so-called Jocho style was very great.

Kamakura Period (1185-1333)

Late in the twelfth century, a military regime was established by the shogun
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Minamoto Yoritomo in Kamakura, some two-hundred miles north-east of Kyoto.

During the century and a half that followed Kamakura was the seat of govern-

ment, though the Imperial court remained in Kyoto. Artistic styles reflected the

new state of affairs in changing from the refined romanticism and cloistered ele-

gance of the late Heian period to the more virile and realistic style favored by the

new samurai patrons of art. Yamato-e painters turned to depiction of action and

excitement in scrolls recounting military romances and the origin of temples. They

also showed a new interest in the beauties of nature and the Japanese landscape,

in telling the story of itinerant poets and priests who sought to popularize the

Buddhist faith. A vast number of such narratives were painted on emakimono.

With the new interest in humanity, portrait painting became very popular, the

subjects being principally men of authority and noted priests.

The sculptors' guilds were extremely active, since many Buddhist temples

and images had been destroyed or damaged in the civil wars preceding the estab-

lishment of the military government. Due partly to the study of ancient works

involved in restoration of damaged masterpieces, there was a remarkable renais-

sance of Nara period styles and techniques. The Chinese Sung style, introduced

early in the Kamakura period, also provided stimulus for Japanese sculptors. The

best works of the period, which included many portrait sculptures, were charac-

terized by vigor and realism. Toward the end of the period the realistic style

degenerated to mere technical display in exaggerated muscles, folds of drapery,

etc. Thus, at the end of the Kamakura period, the great tradition of Japanese

religious sculpture came to an end.

Mukomachi Period (1333-156*8)

After the destruction of Kamakura, the Ashikaga shoguns returned the seat

of government to Kyoto. The Ashikaga or Muromachi period ( Muromachi is a

section in Kyoto) was a period of almost incessant warfare among rival clans; but

rather than falling upon dark ages, Japanese art attained one of its greatest peaks.

This peak was Muromachi Suiboku-ga, the school of ink painting fostered by

Zen Buddhism.

Zen had been introduced from China in the Kamakura period. Tn the Muro-

machi period it spread rapidly, became the religion of the military riders of the

time and suited the taste of the warring factions. Great Zen temples were erected

and the arts flourished in many branches, abetted by the requirements of the tea

ceremony which also was developed by the adherents of Zen. Zen art is charac-

terized by austere simplicity, economy of statement and absence of ornament.

While portraying the Zen search for sub-surface meanings and self-realization

through solitary contemplation, it also reflects strongly, but in a different way
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than heretofore, the mystic love of nature of the Japanese people.

Historically, Zen suiboku ( water and ink) painting was an extension of Sung

and Yuan ink painting, but Japanese artists assimilated the influence and pro-

duced, within the framework of the Kanga (Chinese school) style, art of highly

individual character. Most noted of these artists were Shubun and Sesshu, but

relics of the period prove the mastery of many other artists. It is unfortunate

that we now have so few authentic works to represent certain of the great names

of the Zen schools.

Zen artists favored landscapes, flowers and birds, and priests or sages ( usu-

ally Chinese) as subjects of their highly spiritual and idealistic ink paintings. A
notable feature of their landscape art is the impression of depth (conveying spir-

itual depth) attained through atmospheric perspective and effective use of un-

painted space. Their greatest point of technique was expressive brushwork,

though this alone wras not the secret of their art.

The Yamato-e tradition was carried on in the Muromachi period by the Tosa

school, stemming from Yamato-e art of earlier periods.

In the later Muromachi period Motonobu, son of the suiboku painter Masa-

nobu, founded the school bearing their family name of Kano, which was to become

the "official school" of art in subsequent periods under sponsorship of the sho-

gunate governments. The basis of the new style was Motonobu's combination

of elements of Kanga and Tosa.

Momoyama Period (1568-1615)

In the latter half of the sixteenth century, the chaos of civil war and intrigue

was resolved in the downfall of the Ashikaga shogunate and military supremacy

of the warlord Oda Nobunaga. Nobunaga and his famous successor Toyotomi

Hideyoshi, who completed the subjugation of dissident clans, brought about the

political unification of the country and an era of peace and prosperity. It wTas

an expansive, vigorous, free-spending era. The market places thrived, and rich

merchants and farmers became patrons of art. The foremost patrons, however,

were the warlords who rivalled in ostentation in decorating their great new castles

or palaces.

In these circumstances a striking change took place in the character of art,

which veered from the restrained and simple to the gorgeous and glittering. The
scale of composition was vastly increased, to enable decoration of the great halls

of castles. Bold and large design, vigorous brushwork, rich colors and gold or

silver leaf were the elements of shoheiga, the paintings on sliding doors and fold-

ing screens. Such was the style and format of Kano school painting of the Momo-
yama period. While Kano artists were official painters to the shoguns, artists of
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other schools painted works in the decorative style and benefitted by the lavish

patronage—in addition to maintaining or developing other traditions.

The genius of these artists saved the shoheiga from mere gaudiness and im-

parted to it a bold splendor previously unknown to Japanese art.

Edo Pekiod (1615-1867)

Early in the seventeenth century, a new shogunate government was estab-

lished by Tokugawa Ieyasu (successor to Hideyoshi) in Edo, the present Tokyo.

The long and peaceful regime of the Tokugawa shoguns lasted to the middle of

the nineteenth century; during most of this time the shogunate enforced a policy

of national seclusion, the only trickle of foreign trade and communication being

with the Dutch and Chinese at the port of Nagasaki. Edo became a new center

of art and learning as well as the political and business capital. Cities in other

parts of Japan also thrived as centers of domestic trade; and provinces, governed

by lords who served under appointment of the shogunate, became famous for

their specialized products. In the very active field of art, most of the older forms

were continued, at least through the earlier part of the period, and many new

schools and styles were advanced, especially in painting and industrial or applied

arts. The officially patronized Kano academy was productive and influential

throughout the period and maintained a high standard of technique, but Kano

painting declined in inspiration from the beginning of the period and after the

seventeenth century produced few works of significance.

A great burst of native inspiration and talent was provided, however, by the

brilliant early Edo painter Sotatsu, whose style was given new prominence by the

brothers Korin and Kenzan in the middle Edo period and was revived by Hoitsu

in late Edo. The Sotatsu-Korin school combines many elements but in general

may be regarded as a fresh and enlarged version of Yamato-e. Quite different in

character were the hereditary Tosa and Sumiyoshi schools, which adhered far

more strictly to the classical or traditional technique of Yamato-e.

Carrying the tradition of Muromachi Suiboku-ga and of the Sesshu school in

particular into the Edo period were the Unkoku, Hasegawa and Soga schools. A
separate but somewhat related school bears the name of its founder Kaiho Yusho.

The latter half of the Edo period saw the rise of a great new school called the

Nanga or Southern school, known as the literati school or style because it was

advanced earlier by Chinese men-of-letters. Painters of this school were highly

individual in style, following the principle that the artist should not be bound by

conventions but should paint according to his own inspiration and temperament.

Also in later Edo a new realism in painting attained popularity in opposition

to the Kano academic style. Maruyama Okyo, founder of the Maruyama school,
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based his work on careful observation of nature. The Shijo school painted in simi-

lar style but combined elements of Nanga with its naturalism.

Genre painting became popular in the early Edo period, especially in the

prosperous Genroku era ( HJ88-1703), and gave rise to the Ukiyo-e school, famous

in the West for its wood-block prints of courtesans, actors, scenes of Edo and the

Japanese countryside.

From the early eighteenth century, the influence of Western painting is per-

ceived in Japanese art. This influence may be traced largely to copper plate

prints in books brought in by the Dutch at Nagasaki. The Nanga painter,

Kazan, was among the Japanese artists who studied Western techniques of shad-

ing and perspective, which he employed in his portrait painting.

Forms and Teclmiques of Painting

Japanese paintings may be classified roughly in three major categories, based

on the purposes served. These categories are the religious, the secular and the

decorative. Forms of mounting are generally different for each category.

Religious painting, the bulk of which is Buddhist, was done by artists who

were in most cases priests. Their images of Buddhist divinities, scenes of Buddha

paradises and portraits of saintly priests were usually mounted as large kakemono

(hanging scrolls) to be hung in Buddhist temples as objects of worship. Even

today we find temples where paintings are worshipped as principal deities.

Mountings of these religious kakemono are usually rather ornate, consisting of

patterned brocade of rich colors and gilded metal fittings with incised designs.

A kakemono for aesthetic enjoyment is hung in the tokonoma, a decorative

alcove found in principal rooms of the Japanese home. Thus featured, the paint-

ing is more than mere decoration: it is the focal point of interest in the room. In

tea rooms especially, pictures are exhibited for concentrated attention and serious

appreciation. Paintings in this category are also mounted as emakimono (picture

scrolls) and as albums, to be studied and appreciated, often in connection with a

text, as they are unrolled or paged from right to left. The mountings of these

kakemono, emakimono and albums are usually of a restrained decorativeness

and are selected with utmost care, so as to be in best accord with the scenes

and subjects painted.

In the decorative category we may place fusuma ( sliding doors ) and Byobu

(folding screens). Folding screens with two, six or eight panels and very often

in pairs were originally used as temporary partitions inside a room; they must

have been indispensable furniture in the great halls of the Momoyama period.

Sliding doors of course serve as movable (and removable) walls of a room. As

furniture or part of interior architecture, such screens and sliding doors afford
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flexibility of arrangement. As interior decoration they afford aesthetic apprecia-

tion and diversion as well as illusion of space and proximity to nature.

The "canvas" of Japanese painting is most often silk or paper; paintings

done on wood panels, hemp cloth, mud or plaster walls or other materials are rela-

tively rare. Artists are very particular about using the best and most closely-

woven silk. The paper is what is known among Westerners as rice paper, but

it is usually made of paper-mulberry and other botanical fibres; an absorbent

variety of this paper, favored especially by "literati" painters, is used for effects

of chiaroscuro and soft gradations or merging of color tones. For a painting in

colors, the paper or silk is first glazed with a thin alum-glue mixture called dosa.

Two kinds of pigments are employed: mineral pigments, which did not dis-

solve in water, and organic water-color pigments, which are readily soluble in

water. The former are the more important and characteristic of Japanese color

painting; they are prepared for us by pulverizing the mineral and mixing it in

diluted glue. Sumi, an ink made from carbon, is used for black-and-white paint-

ing. Some kinds of sumi are of bluish tint, others are slightly reddish. The

quality of sumi is a matter of the most careful consideration for suiboku artists.

Gold and silver are commonly employed for screens and other decorative

painting, sometimes as the ground and sometimes for decorative detail. For the

ground, gold or silver leaf or paint may be applied; this will reflect the light and

provide a golden or silver glow under the painting which is very decorative in

dimly lit interiors. Decorative effects are obtained also by scattered gold dust,

often used for clouds. Details may be drawn in gold paint or may be shown by

means of gold leaf cut into strips or bits, called kirikane, often used for ornamental

patterns on clothing. The use of kirikane was most elaborate and highly devel-

oped in the Heian period.

Japanese artists use a great variety of brushes, most of them made of animal

hair (hare, deer and badger); for special effects they also use brushes made of

botanical fibres such as bamboo and straw. In black and white painting, brushes

of stiff hair are commonly used, while in colored painting delicate brushes with

soft hair are favored.

Sculpture

Most of the older Japanese sculpture is religious, primarily Buddhist. Non-

Buddhist images such as Shinto icons, sculptural portraits and masks for drama

or dance were also carved by Buddhist sculptors, with the possible exception of

Noh masks which are the only important Japanese works of art in sculptural

form after the fourteenth century.

Types of Images

Images of Buddhist gods are divided into four principal groups or ranks:
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1. Butsu (Buddhas): deities that have attained the supreme existence.

They are attended and worshipped by Bodhisattvas and other lesser

gods. Amida, Yakushi, Shaka and other Buddhas are in this group. They

are shown elad in simple robes, without any sort of personal ornament.

2. Bosatsu (Bodhisattvas): deities that will be reborn as Buddhas. They

are represented in the attire of royal princes, with crowns, jewels, arm-

lets and other personal ornaments.

8. Ten: guardian kings of the Buddhist heavens. Most of these demi-gods

are guardian deities of native religions who were adopted into the Buddhist

faith. They are dressed in warriors' attire, with arms and armor.

4. Myo-o: deities that personify the supernatural virtues and the authority

and conquering power of Buddha. They are represented as formidable,

fear-inspiring divinities, holding magic weapons of various kinds. The

iconography of Myo-o was introduced from China with the doctrines of

esoteric Buddhism in the ninth century.

Inside the main hall of a Buddhist temple we usually find an image of

Buddha, seated on a lotus pedestal and flanked by two attendant Bodhisattvas.

Worshippers must look up since the statues are placed on an elevated platform.

Often the four guardian kings are placed at the four corners of the platform. In

temples of the esoteric sects the principal deity is hidden inside a miniature

shrine. The doors of the shrine may be opened once every year or less frequently

—for example, every thirty years, every eighty years, or possibly never.

Materials and Techniques

Principal materials used in Japanese sculpture are:

Asuka period: bronze and wood.

Early Nara period: bronze.

Middle Nara period: clay, dry-lacquer, bronze and wood.

Late Nara period: wood and (rarely) stone.

Heian period and later: wood.

Thus, materials favored differed from one period to the next. From the early

Heian period (ninth century) almost all sculptures were made of wood, often

lacquered and gold-foiled, and the craft of sculpturing became one of carving

rather than of modelling.

Bronze Sculpture— There are extant in Japan today a surprising number of

bronze statues of the sixth to eighth centuries. Casters of the earliest works were

probably either Koreans or Chinese. Japanese apprentices obviously learned the

craft with great interest and ease, since we have so many fine specimens of bronze

images that are of Japanese character and workmanship.
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All of the bronze statues exhibited were made by wax-casting. The bare

essentials of the method are as follows:

First, a clay core is made. Over this the sculptor applies wax, which he

models into the desired shape, with all its details of hair, jewelry and drapery.

This layer of wax is then covered with more clay which forms an outer shell.

When molten bronze is poured between the inner core and the outer shell, the

wax runs out through vents left in the outer shell. After the bronze has cooled,

the outer shell is chipped off and the inner core is removed, leaving the bronze

cast of the wax original. The surface of the statue is polished carefully with

whetstone and charcoal. If necessary, details are carved or improved with the

graver. Finally, the statue is gilt by an amalgam-gilding process.

For the wax, Buddhist artists used a mixture of beeswax and resin, to obtain

the proper viscosity. They usually made the outer shell of three clay layers, the

innermost layer being relatively soft and delicate. The inner core was baked

beforehand. Often nails were driven through the outer shell into the inner core

to prevent movement of the latter when the bronze was poured.

In some cases, the inner core was made of wood instead of clay. In other

cases, the sculptures were not made hollow but of solid cast bronze.

Clay Sculpture— There have survived in Nara a number of masterpieces of

sculpture made of unbaked clay. They are rarely larger than life size and are

generally smaller than the dry-lacquer or wooden statues. The clay was moulded

around a shapeless wooden core; copper wires bound with hemp twine were used

for armatures in fingers and for other details. Surfaces were finished with very

fine clay; they were also whitened with a mixture of mica powder and colored

with bright pigments and gold foil, but little now remains of the beautifully

painted designs. These clay images are extremely fragile and cannot be sent

away for exhibition.

Dry-lacquer Sculpture— In the making of hollow dry-lacquer statues, hemp

cloths soaked with liquid lacquer were wound around the central armature made

of clay. When the lacquer had dried the clay core was carefully removed, leav-

ing the rigid hollow shell of lacquer and hemp. Details were added with a paste

of lacquer and sawdust. Where necessary, internal support was provided by

means of wooden armatures.

Late in the Nara period the craft of hollow dry-lacquer sculpture was aban-

doned, and wooden statues covered with thick coatings of lacquer were made in

abundance. In craftsmanship the latter are similar to later wood sculpture,

except that details were moulded with kokuso, a lacquer paste stiffened with saw-

dust, botanical fibres or incense powder. Surfaces of these lacquered wood sculp-

tures were cleverly polished with charcoal and were also colored or gold-foiled. We
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find here an interesting combination of the crafts of carving and modelling.

Wood Sculpture— The oldest specimens of wood sculpture of the Asuka

period are often mistaken for gilt-bronze statues. Apparently the makers cared

little for wood carving as such and tried to make wooden facsimiles of bronze

statues.

We find few if any specimens of wood sculpture belonging to the early Nara

period. In late Nara, wood sculpturing came into its own and took the place of

the elaborate work in bronze, clay and dry-lacquer. The reasons why the classic

and highly developed sculptural crafts were suddenly abandoned in favor of wood

sculpture are not entirely clear, but it may be presumed that the more painstaking

and expensive crafts had to be given up because after the eighth century the build-

ing of Buddhist temples and making of icons were no longer done at the expense

of the state. The grandiose Buddhist projects of the Nara period and other state

patronage had been an excessive drain on the economy, and on this account State

support of Buddhism collapsed. Heian nobles and aristocrats became, together

with the disestablished church, the new patrons of sculptors. With this change,

sculptors turned from modelling to carving; and, for better or worse, the effect

of sharp chisel work was much to the liking of the Japanese people. Perhaps it

was only natural that wood, a material of great abundance and common use in

Japan, came to be preferred.

In the ichiboku (single-block) technique, the body of a standing image, in-

cluding head, trunk and legs, was carved out of a single block of wood. If the

image was of the seated variety, the crossed legs were carved from another block.

Arms and hanging drapery were then added. In exceptional cases, even the arms,

drapery and upper part of the pedestal were carved with the body out of a single

block of wood.

In the 11th century, the yosegi-zukuri or joined-block technique came into

popularity. Jocho, the great master of the Middle Heian period, is often credited

with its invention. In this method, dozens of separate units, carved by different

sculptors, are joined together by use of lacquer, glue, nails and staples, according

to the original plan of the master of the guild. Because the statue was left hollow

inside, it could be much lighter, and its construction prevented serious cracking,

such as might afflict single-block sculptures. The head was usually contructed of

two to four blocks, and from the Kamakura period on crystal eyes were affixed

from the inside. When all the units were joined together, the statue was lacquered,

colored and gold-finished. Designs on the robes were often done in cut gold-leaf

( kirikane )

.

The wood material most often employed was hinoki (Japanese cypress); also

used were camphor-tree, nut-bearing toreya, katsura (a variety of Judas tree)

and zelkowa tree.
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1. TAISHAKU TEN

Artist unknown. Heian period, 9th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk. ;> ft. 2% in. x 4 ft. 5 in.

Owned by Saidaiji. Nara.

This is from a set of twelve paintings depicting the Juni Ten or Twelve

Devas, deva being a guardian deity of the Buddhist heavens.

Taishaku Ten ( Cakradevanum Indra) is the deva of the Eastern Heaven;

he is shown here with clenched fists and riding a white elephant, whose six tusks

are symbols of benevolence. At the sides are attendants and in the background

are clouds symbolizing heaven.

It has been traditional for Buddhists to worship images of the twelve devas

as keepers of the heavens. The Saidaiji paintings are the oldest pictures of this

type existing in Japan.
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2. MURYO RIKIKU

Artist unknown. Heian period, 9th-10th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk. 10 ft. 7' s in. x 5 ft. Kl-l/Ki in.

Owned by the Hachiman-ko group of monasteries, Wakayama,

Muryo Rikiku is one of the Go-dai Rikiku, the five awesome divinities de-

scribed in the Buddhist scripture Ninogyo. In this painting he is represented as

a gigantic, three-eyed figure in a posture of terrible wrath, hair bristling, teeth

exposed, with a glaring flame at his back. His right hand holds a vajra, a magic

weapon, and his left hand makes a finger sign of magic power. With his frighten-

ing demeanor he protects the Buddhist world from malicious enemies.

Though retouched to some extent, the present example is of rare quality

and is the oldest of its type.
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3. YELLCHY FUDO

Artist unknown. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 5 ft. b* in. x 2 ft. 7-13/16 in.

Owned by Manju-in, Kyoto.

Fudo Myo-o ( Acalanatha ) is chief of the Go-dai Myo-o or Five Great Kings

protecting the Buddhist world. Fudo, meaning immovable, has an immutable

vow to subdue all evil things. He is depicted as a fiercely powerful figure seated

or standing on a rock. Commonly his image was painted blue, but the present

example is noted as one painted yellow. It shows the deity standing on a rock,

holding in his right hand a sword with which he conquers evil and in his left a

rope with which to save drowning souls.

This is the outstanding copy of another painting, the famous Yellow Fudo

of the Mii-dera in Shiga, which is reverently concealed in an inner sanctuary of

the temple and is now virtually impossible to see. The latter image is reputed

to have been painted at the instance of Chisho Daishi, high priest at the Enrya-

kuji on Mt. Hiei near Kyoto, who in the year 838 visualized such an image of

Fudo deep in Mt. Hiei.
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4. PRIEST JIKAKU DAI SHI

Artist unknown. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 2% in. x 2 ft. 51 o in.

Owned by Ichijo.ti, Hyogo.

In services for the Ten Patriarchs of the Tendai Sect of Buddhism, it is cus-

tomary to worship before images of the patriarchs. The present painting is from

such a set of ten pictures. It portrays the Priest Ennin, titled Jikaku Daishi, a

disciple of Dengyo Daishi who founded the Tendai Sect in Japan in the early 9th

century. Jikaku Daishi is famed as a prelate who restored the Tendai Sect to

prosperity. He is shown here seated on a pedestal, his hands resting on his knees.
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5. PRIEST GONZO

Artist unknown. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 5 ft. 5 1
•> in. x 4 ft. 5-9/16 in.

Owned by Fumon-in. Wakayama.

Gonzo was a priest of the Sanron Sect of Buddhism and head of the Iwabuchi-

dera monastery. He was noted as the teacher of Priest Kukai or Kobo Daishi,

founder of the Shingon Sect of esoteric Buddhism, as well as for his eloquence as

a preacher. He died in the year 837.

The present portrait of him is rare among Japanese portrait paintings for its

depiction of overt movement, here seen in the animated lips and gesticulating

hands. The preacher's right hand holds a rosary.

Inscribed above the picture is a eulogy by Kukai. It is presumed that this

portrait was modeled after a sculptural portrait of Gonzo completed a year after

the priest's death and that the eulogy was copied from one inscribed on that

image.
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6. SHAKA NYORAI

Artist unknown. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 5 ft. 2% in- x 2 ft. 9M> in.

Owned by Jingoji, Kyoto.

Shaka (Sakyamuni) is depicted in various forms—as priest, ascetic, Buddha,

etc. Here he is seen as a Buddha, seated on a lotus flower atop a manifold pedes-

tal, a halo behind him, his hands in the position of preaching. The image is painted

in rich colors and ornamented with designs in hirikane or strips of gold leaf.
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7. GOZANZE MY 0-0

Traditionally ascribed to Kakunin. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 5 ft. J
s in. x 4 ft. 3-3/16 in.

Owned by Kyo-o-gokokuji, Kyoto.

Gozanze Myo-o (Trailokyavijaya) is one of the Go-dai Myo-o, the five great

evil-subduing deities, chief of whom is Fudo Myo-o (Acalanatha) . Gozanze is

usually depicted three-faced—each face with three eyes—eight-armed, living in

flame and posed astride the heads of Dai Jizai Ten (Mahesvara) and his wife

Uma (Umada), who symbolize conceit and covetousness. Two of his arms are

folded; the others hold a bell with five-clawed handle, an arrow, a sword, a vajra

(magic weapon), a bow and a noose. The present image is reputed to have been

painted by the Buddhist artist Kakunin in 1127, on the model of Chinese paint-

ings brought to Japan by Priest Kukai.
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8. SENJU KANNON
Artist unknown. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 6-11/16 in. x 2 ft. 3-7/16 in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Kannon (Avalokitesvara, meaning "one who listens") is a Buddhist divinity

who is forever attentive to the cry of living things and is worshipped as the deity

of mercy and compassion.

Kannon is depicted in many forms. The present example is a Senju Kannon

or Thousand-armed Kannon, each of whose hands has an eye and holds an imple-

ment symbolic of a form of salvation. The present image also has eleven heads,

wears colorful robes ornamented with kirikane and is seated on a lotus pedestal.

On the deity's right and left, respectively, are the attendant deities Kudoku

Tennyo (Laksmi, goddess of fortune), holding a dish of precious fruit, and Basil

Sennin (Vasu, god of virtue), in the person of an aged man holding a sutra.
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9. JODO MANDARA
Traditionally ascribed to Shokai. Heian period, 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 5 ft. ;5
7
s in. x 4 ft. 5 in.

Owned by the Commission for Protection of Cultural Properties

(Japanese Government)

Buddha Amida (Amitabha) presides over the Western Paradise. In this

painting of the paradise, Amida is seen surrounded by Bosatsu (Bodhisattvas) in

front of buildings of a palace. In the foreground is a lotus pond; men who devote

themselves to Nembutsu or calling upon the name of Amida ("Namu Amida

Butsu" ) are supposed to be reborn on the lotus flowers. The Western Paradise

or Pure Land is a land of supreme happiness where the Bosatsu and birds per-

form heavenly music for the souls of the faithful.

Such pictures of paradise were made in great number from the Nara through

the Kamakura periods. The present example is reputed to have been painted

and worshipped by Shokai, a priest of the Choshoji monastery.
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10. DAI-ITOKU MYO-0

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 2% in. x 2 ft. 2% in.

Owned by Nezu Museum. Tokyo.

Dai-itoku Myo-o ( Mahatejas, meaning "awe-inspiring virtue" ) is one of the

Five Great Kings who subdue evils and protect the virtuous (of Nos. 3, 6) . Dai-

itoku Myo-o is the most terrifying of the five. This example shows him as a

monstrous figure with six arms and six legs, carrying a wide variety of weapons

and riding a blue ox. The picture is distinguished for its dynamic portrayal of

the God and its vivid painting of the flaming background.
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11. RAIGO OF AMIDA AND HIS HOST
Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 6Vs in. x 2 ft. 8% in.

Owned by Kombu-in, Nara.

Belief in Raigo ("coming to welcome") was widespread in the Heian and

Kamakura periods though of earlier origin. As embellished by religious artists

of those times, this was the belief that the Buddha Amida (Amitabha) would

descend from the heavens on a purple cloud, accompanied by saints and Bosatsu

playing heavenly music and rejoicing, to receive the soul of a dying believer and

transport it to the Western Paradise. This vision of deliverance was the subject

of many paintings full of religious ecstasy.

The example here exhibited portrays the approach of Amida and his host,

their speedy descent indicated by the rippling scarves of the deities and the wav-

ing lotus petals.
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12. YAMAGOSHI RAIGO, WITH
HEAVEN AND HELL SCENES

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, late 13th century.

Three-panel folding screen, painted in colors on silk. Height, 3 ft. %
in.; width of central panel, 2 ft. 8% in.; width of side panels, 2 ft. 9

in. each.

Owned by Konkai Komyoji, Kyoto.

Among paintings depicting the Raigo of Amida (of No. 11), those termed

Yamagoshi Raigo show Amida and attendants rising from behind the mountains

on their way to the death bed of the believer. Such versions of the Raigo were

popular in the late Kamakura period.

The Yamagoshi Raigo scene is here flanked by scenes of the Western Para-

dise, where the faithful will be reborn, and of Hell, to which evildoers are

committed.

The work is in the form of a three-paneled screen, which was designed to be

set up at the head of a death bed. Originally there were strings of five colors

hanging from the hands of the central Buddha. The ends of the strings were

held by the dying person, while to his last breath he called upon the name of

Amida, in an act symbolic of being received into paradise.
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13. NIK A BYAKUDO

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 2 ft. 8-3/10 in. x 2 ft. % in.

Owned by Mr. Xagataka Murayama. Hyogo.

The subject, meaning "white path crossing two rivers", is symbolic of salva-

tion by Amida Buddha (Amitabha). In depicting how man can enter the

Amida Paradise, the painting shows the two rivers of water and fire, water rep-

resenting passion and fire representing greed, crossed by a narrow white path

symbolizing pure faith of man. On the near side of the rivers men are seen mak-

ing merry or tormenting other living things. This sinful realm is contrasted with

the paradise on the far side, to be reached by fleeing across the dangerous rivers

on the narrow but certain path of faith.

The allegory illustrated by this painting was expounded in a book by Shan-

tao Ta-shih, Chinese priest of the T'ang Dynasty who was instrumental in spread-

ing the Amidist faith.
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14. CHI GO DAI SHI

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, late 13th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 2 ft. (i-5/l(i in. x 1 ft. 3% in.

Owned by Mk. Nagataka Murayama, IIvogo.

Priest Kukai, popularly known by the title Kobo Daishi, was a ninth century

priest who established the Kongobuji monastery on Mt. Koya near Kyoto and

there founded the Shingon Sect of esoteric Buddhism.

According to legend, Kobo Daishi as a child once dreamed that he talked

with Buddhist deities about the principles of Buddhism. The present painting

( title of which signifies the youthful Kobo Daishi ) takes its theme from this

legend, showing the saint as a bright looking boy of five or six, seated on a lotus

pedestal. The picture belonged originally to the Koyasan monastery, where it

was hung flanked by images of Kariba Myojin and Nibu Myojin, tutelary god

and goddess of Mt. Koya.
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15. PRIEST GENJO SANZO

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 5% in. x 1 ft. 11% in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Genjo Sanzo (Chinese: Hsuan-chuang San-tsang) was a Chinese Buddhist

priest in the T'ang Dynasty. In the year 629 he began a pilgrimage across the

Central Asian desert and Pamir into India, where he visited sites sacred to the

memory of Shaka. He returned in 645 to Chang-an, capital of China, with a

large number of Buddhist scriptures and there completed the great task of trans-

lating these scriptures into Chinese. This brought him honors as one of the fath-

ers of Chinese Buddhism.

The painting depicts the sojourning priest carrying the scriptures in a box

on his back.





16. FUDO MYO-0

By Shinkai. Kamakura period, dated 1282.

Kakemono, painted in snmi on paper, .'5 ft. 9% in. x 1 ft. 8% in.

Owned by Daigoji, Kyoto.

Fudo Myo-o is chief of the Five Great Myo-o who personify the conquering

power of Buddha (of Nos. 3, b', 10). These evil-subduing deities have tradition-

ally been revered as protectors of the nation in times of peril.

The present image was painted by Shinkai, priest-painter at the Daigoji, in

1282, at a time of threatened invasion of Japan by the forces of Kublai Khan.

Apparently it is a sketch for a painting in colors, which however has been lost.

The virile and facile brush of the artist has infused remarkable vitality into

this portrayal of Fudo.
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17. GOHYAKU RAKAN

By Mincho ( 1352-1431). Muromachi period, dated 1386.

Two kakemono, painted in colors on silk. 5 ft. 8% in. x 2 ft. 11-3/1G in.

each.

Owned by Tofukuji, Kyoto.

Mincho, also called Chodensu, was a priest-painter at the Tofukuji monas-

tery in Kyoto. Although skilled in suiboku art, Mincho won fame mainly for

his religious paintings in color. Among the latter, the Gohyaku Rakan (Five

Hundred Rakan) are Mincho's masterpieces. Painted in 1386 for a Rakan service

at the Tofukuji, they comprise a set of fifty paintings each of which depicts ten

Rakan. Two paintings from this set, which is still preserved intact at Tofukuji,

are here exhibited.

The Rakan were wise men who sought to grasp the occult secrets of Bud-

dhism. Usually represented as aged ascetics, they were favorite subjects in the

art of Zen Buddhism, which stressed meditation and self-enlightenment.
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18. KAKO GENZAI INGA-KYO

Artist unknown. Nara period, 8th century.

Emakimono, painted in colors on paper. 10% in. x 33 ft. llVli in.

Owned by Jobon Rendaiji, Kyoto.

The Kako Genzai Inga-kyo ( Sutra of Cause and Effect in the Past and

Present
) , popularly called Inga-Kyo, is a Buddhist scripture on the subject of

jataka, or the past and present lives of Shakamuni ( Sakyamuni ) , founder of

Buddhism. It relates the story of Shaka's virtuous deeds in past worlds and his

rebirth in the present world to attain Buddahood.

The Inga-Kyo consists of a text, written from right to left in the lower half

of each scroll, and of pictures illustrating the text in the upper half. With its

simple but free and vigorous style of depiction it is rich in antique atmosphere

and is a rare and important specimen of illustrated scrolls of the ancient Orient.

Originally there were eight scrolls in the set, of which only portions now remain.

The Jobon-Rendaiji scroll is the third scroll in the sequence of eight. It

tells of Shaka's birth and upbringing as a prince in the Kapila Castle in India and

of his marriage to a beautiful lady; it then relates how, upon happening to see an

impoverished old man, a sick man and a dead man in the town, he was struck by

the misery of humanity and conceived the idea of becoming a priest.
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19. CHOJU GIGA

Traditionally ascribed to Kakuyu (Toba Sojo). Heian

period, 12th century.

Emakimoxo, painted in sumi on paper, 11-15/16 in. x 36 ft. 8 in.

Owned by Kozanji. Kyoto.

The Choju Giga or Scroll of Animals ( familiar also as the Scroll of Frolick-

ing Animals or Animal Caricatures Scroll) is a set of four scrolls showing monkeys,

hares, frogs and other animals behaving as humans, with very humorous effect.

They are shown merrily engaged in archery, foot races, wrestling and other diver-

sions as well as in solemnly worshipping Buddha.

No story is inscribed on the scrolls, but presumably the pictures are satirical

illustrations of human affairs in the decadent atmosphere of the twelfth century.

They have long been attributed, though without proof, to Kakuyu, famous priest-

painter of the 12th century popularly known by the title Toba Sojo, who is es-

teemed as the founder of caricature art in Japan. They are masterpieces of early

Japanese humor and art. Exhibited is the first scroll, generally regarded as the

best of the four in the set.
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20. TOMO-NO-DAINAGON EKOTOBA

Traditionally ascribed to Tokiwa Mitsunaga. Heian period,

12th century.

Emakimoso, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. x 27 ft. 1 in.

Owned by Mr. Tadahiro Sakai, Tokyo.

The Tomo-no-Dainagon or Ban Dainagon Ekotoba illustrates the story of

Tomo-no-Yoshio, a courtier of the rank of Dainagon, who in the year 866 set fire

to the Imperial gate Oten-mon and falsely charged his enemy Minamoto-no-Nobu

with the crime. The intrigue was discovered and Tomo-no-Dainagon was pun-

ished with exile. This story is illustrated in three famous scrolls, of which the

first is exhibited.

The first scroll consists mainly of an excited scene showing onlookers and

imperial guards hurrying to the fire at the Oten-mon. It ends with a scene in

which Fujiwara-no-Yoshifusa, the prime minister, in the presence of the Emperor

investigates the charges made by Tomo-no-Dainagon.

This masterpiece of Japanese scroll painting is particularly distinguished for

its portrayal of action and excitement. The artist to whom it is ascribed was an

illustrious painter who served the Imperial Court in the 12th century.
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21. JIGOKU-ZOSHI

Artist unknown. Heian period, 12th century.

Emakimono, painted in colors on paper. 10-9/1(5 in. x 13 ft. 2 in.

Owned by the Commission for Protection of Cultural Properties

(Japanese Government)

This "Scroll of Hells" is the most distinguished among Japanese paintings

illustrating the lands of perdition as set forth in Buddhist scripture. The hells

depicted are classified in accordance with the type of sins committed by wrong-

doers in the mortal world. They are identified as follows:

1

.

Hell of excrement. For men who sinned by imposing mean

and filthy things upon others.

2. Hell of measures. For men who cheated others with false

measures.

3. Hell of mortars. For men who stole from others.

4. Hell of cocks. For men who were cruel to others.

5. Hell of smoke. For men who set fire to others' houses.

6'. Hell of pus and blood. For men who gave others unclean

things to eat.

7. Not identified.
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22. KIT A NO TEN JIN ENGI

Traditionally ascribed to Fujiwara-no-Nobuzane. Calli-

graphy by FujiWARA-NO-YosmTSUNE. Kamakura period,

13th century.

Emakimono, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. 8% in. x 22 ft. Mjin.

Owned by Kitano Temman-gu, Kyoto.

This is the fifth in a set of eight scrolls which tell the story of Sugawara-no-

Michizane (845-903), statesman and man-of-letters who held the high favor of

the Imperial Court until, on charges trumped up by his political rival Fujiwara-

no-Tokihira, he was banished to Kyushu. After his death in exile the charges

were repudiated and Michizane was revered throughout Japan for his noble char-

acter while, according to legend, the Fujiwara family were harrassed by his aveng-

ing spirit. Michizane was consecrated as the deity of the Kitano Tenjin, the

present Kitano Temman-gu, where the subject painting is preserved.

The fifth scroll, which shows the free, imaginative style distinguishing this

work, consists of the following five sections:

1. Michizane is shown climbing to the top of a high mountain

in Kyushu and protesting to heaven against the false accu-

sations.

2. Michizane has died in exile and his body is carried on an ox-

cart to the burial place. On the way, however, the ox comes

to a dead stand, refusing to budge further. On this spot

Michizane is buried.

3. The ghost of Michizane appears in the chamber of Son-i, a

priest of the Enryakuji monastery on Mt. Hiei. Michizane

asks Son-i to free his spirit of the false charges but Son-i

refuses. The angered Michizane bites into a pomegranate

and spits out the seeds, which burst into flame and set the

door ablaze.

4. Michizane is transformed into a god. He casts a thunderbolt

on the Imperial Palace, and the Minister Tokihira draws his

sword against the avenging spirit.

5. Priest Son-i hastens to the palace from Mt. Hiei to pacify

the spirit of Michizane.
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23. H E IJ I MONOGATARI E M A K I

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Emakimono, painted in colors on silk, 1 ft. 4-11/16 in. x 27 ft. 9% in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

In the first year of the Heiji Era (1159), civil war was launched by the heads

of two powerful opposing feudal clans, Taira-no-Kiyomori and Minamoto-no-

Yoshitomo. In the course of the struggle, Yoshitomo's forces confined the Em-

peror in a sector of the Imperial Palace, but the Emperor escaped to the house of

Kiyomori. Yoshitomo finally was subdued and the Taira reigned supreme in

Japan.

The Heiji Monogatari Emaki which illustrates this story is noted for its

skillful merging of successive scenes to form a continuous picture, thus heighten-
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ing the effect of action and motion. Three scrolls of the original set have survived;

in addition to the scroll exhibited, one is preserved by the Seika-do Foundation,

Tokyo, and one by the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

The exhibited scroll has the following four sections:

1

.

Disguised as a woman, the Emperor escapes detection at the

palace gate and flees to Kiyomori's house at Rokuhara.

2. Bifukumon-in, the Imperial Consort, flees from her residence,

Hachijo-den, to join the Emperor at Kiyomori's house.

3. Informed that the Emperor is at Rokuhara, court nobles

hasten there in their carts to attend him.

4. Fujiwara-no-Nobuyori, a general in Yoshitomo's forces,

searches the Emperor's room at the palace. He learns that

the Emperor has fled to Kiyomori's house.
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24. TENGU-ZOSHI

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century (c. 1296).

Emakimoxo, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. x 4 ,2 ft. 434 in.

Owned by Mr. Yoichiro Nakamtjba, Tokyo.

In Japan, a "long nose" symbolizes conceit. The Tengu-Zoshi, a tale of tengu

or long-nosed goblins, satirizes conceited priests of various sects of Buddhism who

drowned their religious faith in self-esteem. Originally it was a set of seven scrolls,

of which five survive. It is one of the outstanding relics of scroll painting of the

late 13th century.

The scroll exhibited, dealing chiefly with priests of the Nembutsu sects, has

the following five sections:

1. A priest spies on Priest Chigon-bo of the Mii-dera monas-

tery and gets his nose broken.

2. A priest of Nembutsu Sect is deceived by a tengu into think-

ing that the Buddha Amida has come to receive him into the

Western Paradise; instead, he finds himself tied to the top of

a tree in the mountains.

3. A priest of Tamba Province sees a gathering of many tengu

discussing how to obstruct the spread of Buddhism.

4. A group of priests of the Jishu Sect of the Nembutsu faith

pretend piety but deceive the people by their strange be-

havior.

5. The priests of the preceding scene show their true selves as

tengu and are caught and executed at Shijo on the River

Kamo in Kyoto.
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25. IPPEN SHONIN EDEN
By En-i. Kamakura period, dated 1299.

Emakimono, painted in colors on silk, 1 ft. 2% in. x $5 ft. 6V4 in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Priest Ippen (1239-1289) founded the Jishu, one of the Nembutsu sects of

Buddhism, and devoted his life to travelling through Japan to preach the doc-

trine. This illustrated biography of Priest Ippen bears a colophon which tells that

it was painted by Priest En-i in 1299, ten years after Ippen's death. Nothing

further is known of the painter.

The Ippen Shonin E-den exemplifies the popularization of Buddhist doctrines

in the Kamakura period by missionaries of the Nembutsu faith, while reflecting

also the interest in human personalities, the greater realism and the increasing

attention to nature shown by art of this period. Artistically, the Ippen scrolls

like the Saigyo scrolls, next described, are noted for their depiction of the Japa-

nese landscape.

The scroll exhibited is the seventh in a set of twelve and consists of the fol-

lowing sections:

1. Priest Ippen in 1283 visits the Sekidera monastery in Omi

Province and gathers people for a devotional service.

2. In 1284 Ippen holds services for worshippers at the Sha-

kado and Inabado temples in Kyoto.

3. In the same year Ippen conducts a mass service at the

Ichiya Dojo, sacred to the memory of Priest Kuya, one of

the patriarchs of the Nembutsu faith.

4. From Ichiya the priest Ippen journeys to the riverside at

Katsura, where he stays at a cottage and lies ill abed.
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26. SAIGYO MO NOG ATARI EMAKI

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Emakimono, painted in colors on silk. 11-15/16 in. x 38 ft. TVs in.

Owned by Mr. Soichiro Ohara. Okayama.

Saigyo was a Buddhist priest in the late 12th century who was famous as an

itinerant poet and sage. The Saigyo Monogatari Emaki illustrates his poetic

excursions through the country. Like the Ippen Shonin E-den (of No. 25), it is

distinguished among scroll paintings of the 13th century for its fine, atmospheric

depiction of landscape.

The scroll ( one of a set of two ) consists of the following seven sections:

1. At the year's end, the journeying Saigyo lodges at a cottage

and composes poems about the bustle attending prepara-

tions for the New Year.
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2. During New Year festivities, Saigyo stays alone at the cot-

tage and writes about plum blossoms by the hedge.

3. The poorly clad priest treks over the snow-covered Mt.

Yoshino.

4. Saigyo pilgrimages to the Oji Shrine at Yagami, Kii Prov-

ince, where he versifies about the cherry blossoms near the

fence.

5. The poet lodges at the cottage of a fisherman on the beach

at Chisato, Kii Province.

6. Saigyo joins a group of travelling monks at the foot of Mt.

Katsuragi, Yamato Province. The sound of doves inspires

him to verse.

7. When they arrive at a hamlet, Saigyo parts company with

the group and makes his solitary way to Naniwa.
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27. FAN -SHAPED HOKE-KYO

Artist unknown. Late Heian period, late 12th century.

Fan-shaped album, painted in colors on paper, 9-3/16 in. x 1 ft. 7-1/16 in.

(greatest breadth) .

Owned by Shitennoji, Osaka.

Buddhist scripture-copying as a form of aesthetic enjoyment for Heian aristo-

crats was carried to the extreme here exhibited of copying the Hoke-kyo ( Sad-

dharma-pundarika or Lotus Sutra ) on decorative fan papers, ornamented with

genre paintings in Yamato-e style.

These rare masterpieces were the cooperative work of a group of court nobles

and Buddhist priests. They were consecrated in the year 1188 at the Shitennoji

monastery in Naniwa (now Osaka). Of the original 10 fan-shaped albums in

which they were bound, six now remain. Some of the leaves have been detached

from the albums and are mounted as kakemono.
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28. KAN FUGEN-KYO

Artist unknown. Late Heian period, late 12th century.

Booklet, painted in colors on paper, 7% in. x 9 in.

Owned by Mr. Nisaburo Takanashi, Kanagawa.

In the late Heian period the Buddhist practice of copying sutras as an act

of devotion was in great vogue among the aristocracy. They took aesthetic delight

in decorating sutras with Yamato-e style paintings of genre subjects, scenes illus-

trating popular romances and other embellishments usually having no connec-

tion with the scriptural text.

The present booklet is an example of such decorated sutras and is of interest

also for the poems inscribed in connection with the painting, affording literary

as well as artistic, calligraphic and religious appreciation.
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29. SENZUI BYOBU

Artist unknown. Kamakura period, 13th century.

Six-fold screen, painted in colors on silk, 3 ft. 7% in. x 7 ft. 3-3/W in.

Owned by Jingoji, Kyoto.

The Senzui Byobu ( landscape screen ) here exhibited was used as a back-

ground in the kanjo, a baptismal ceremony of the Shingon sect of esoteric Bud-

dhism. In this screen a peaceful Japanese landscape is depicted in graceful

Yamato-e style. It is interesting also as genre painting, providing a glimpse of

the home life of the nobility of the time.
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30. PORTRAIT OF MINAMOTO-NO-YORITOMO

Traditionally ascribed to Fujiwara-no-Takanobu (1142-

1205). Kamakura period, late 12th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 6- 13/ 16 in. x 3 ft. 7-9/16 in.

Owned by Jingoji, Kyoto.

Minamoto-no-Yoritomo (1147-1199) was a noted warrior who founded the

military government at Kamakura. This portrait of him is an early masterpiece

of historical portrait painting in Japan and has long been attributed to Taka-

nobu, renowned artist of the late 12th century.

Yoritomo is seated on a raised mattress, fully dressed in the ceremonial robes

of a marshal-general in command of all warriors defending the Imperial court.

Sword and scepter are symbols of his dignity. Colors used are subtle, lines deline-

ated are exceedingly elegant, and yet the personality of the warrior hero is most

vividly portrayed. Undoubtedly this is the most distinguished specimen of

Yamato-e portraiture.
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31. KO-OGIMI, ONE OF THE THIRTY-SIX POETS

Traditionally ascribed to Fujiwara-no-Nobuzane. Kama-

kura period, 13th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. ^Vs ' n - x 1 ft. 11 '/2 in.

Owned by the Museum Yamato Bunka-kan, Osaka.

The Sanju-roku Kasen or Thirty-six Poetic Geniuses were poets and poet-

esses of the Nara and Heian periods who have been celebrated in Japan as models

for versifiers. They have been favorite subjects in Japanese art, especially in the

Kamakura period when it was the fashion to paint portraits of them on long

scrolls. The best and oldest existing kasen-e or poet pictures are the set attributed

to Nobuzane, famous son of Fujiwara-no-Takanobu. These were originally in

the form of two horizontal scrolls which in recent times were cut up and the sepa-

rate portraits mounted as kakemono. One of these portraits, here exhibited, is of

Ko-ogimi, a court lady of the 10th century, as identified in the inscription.
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32. PRIEST MYO-E

Traditionally ascribed to Jonin. Kamakura period, 13th

century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper. 5 ft. (i% in. x 1 ft. 11% in.

Owned by Kozanji, Kyoto.

Myo-e Shonin (1173-1232), founder of the Kozanji monastery, was a priest

of the Kegon Sect of Buddhism. It was his custom to sit in the forest near the

monastery for long hours of religious meditation.

This landscape-portrait showing the priest at his accustomed spot in the

forest is noted for its free style and feeling for nature as well as for its unusual

positioning of the subject. It is reputed to be the work of Priest Jonin, a pupil

of Myo-e. The inscription on the upper part of the picture is by Myo-e.
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33. KANZAN

By Kao. Muromachi period, 14th century.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 3 ft. 234 in. x 1 ft. V/g in.

Owned by the Nagao Museum, Kanagawa.

Kao was a priest-painter in the first half of the 14th century, noted as one of

the pioneers of Japanese suiboku painting. Details of his life and work are un-

known.

The subject of this painting, Kanzan (Chinese: Han Shan), was a Chinese

Buddhist priest, probably legendary, who is said to have wandered about as a

beggar in the vicinity of the Kuo-ch'ing-ssu monastery at T'ien-tai-shan, during

the T'ang dynasty. Famed for his eccentric behavior and his carefree poverty,

he became a favorite subject of Zen Buddhist painting.
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34. HERON

By Ryozen. Muromachi period, 14th century.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 1 ft. 1% in. x 1 ft. 11/16 in.

Owned by Mr. Nagatake Asano, Kanagawa.

The life and career of Ryozen are obscure, beyond the evidence that he was

a Zen priest in about the mid-14th century and was a pioneer of suiboku painting

in Japan. Works attributed to him are mostly of religious subjects, the present

work being a rare masterpiece on a non-religious theme.
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35. H O T E I

By Mokuax. Muromachi period, first half of the 14th century.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper. 3 ft. 9 in. x 1 ft. 7-5/16 in.

Owned by Mr. Kichizaemox Sumitomo, Hyogo.

Mokuan was a priest-painter in the early Muromachi period who went to

China, then under the Yuan dynasty, to study the doctrine of Zen Buddhism.

He was a master of suiboku art, for which he became famous even in China. He

died in his adopted home.

The subject of this suiboku painting, Hotei ( Chinese: Pu Tai ), was a famous

priest of legend who lived in a monastery at Ssu-ming-shan in China. He is usu-

ally pictured as a short, fat figure with a great protruding belly and carrying an

equally fat bag on his back. Shown laughing merrily or peacefully asleep, he

seems a picture of contentment. In Zen Buddhist art he symbolizes enlighten-

ment. Like Kanzan ( cf . No. 33), he is a favorite subject in suiboku painting.

An inscription by the Chinese priest Yin Yueh-Chiang, originally separate,

is mounted together with the painting.
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36. K E I - 1 N SHOCHIKU

Traditionally ascribed to Mincho ( 1352-1431 ). Muromachi

period, dated 1413.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, ;3 ft. ;}-9/16 in. x 1 ft. 1% in.

Owned by Konchi-in, Kyoto.

The painting shows a hermitage by a mountain gorge, where a priest is study-

ing in quiet seclusion. Zen priests favored this subject, seen in many paintings of

the Muromachi period, as representing their principle of self-training in an atmos-

phere free of worldly commotion.

Inscribed above the painting are poems by Shusu and five other Zen priests

and a preface by Priest Shingen, dated 1413. The latter states that an artist

(unnamed) was asked by a friend of Priest Shiboku of the Nanzenji monastery

to do the painting and that it was presented to Shiboku. According to tradition,

the artist was Mincho; the style of the painting supports this ascription.
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37. S A N - E K I - S A I

Traditionally ascribed to Shubun. Muromachi period, dated

1418.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 3 ft. 4 in. x 1 ft. 3% in.

Owned by the Seikado Foundation, Tokyo.

The title of this painting means "House of Three Worthies", referring to the

hermitage in a setting of pine, bamboo and plum trees. These trees have been

esteemed in China and Japan as the Three Worthy Friends (San-eki-yu) because

of their ability to survive adverse conditions.

Shubun was a Zen priest and great master of suiboku art in the first half of

the 15th century. Among paintings (and styles of painting) ascribed to Shubun

it is difficult to decide which should be regarded as authentic; this problem is the

subject of continuing study and is a matter of great interest to scholars because

Shubun and many paintings in the "Shubun" category occupy an exalted posi-

tion in Japanese art.

Inscribed above the painting are poems by Shucho and seven other Zen

priests. A preface to the painting is mounted on a separate kakemono; this is

signed by Bompo and dated 1418. The preface states that the painting was done

at the request of a priest of the Tofukuji monastery.
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38. CHIKUSAI TOKUSHO

Ascribed to Shubun. Muromachi period.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 4 ft. 9-5/16 in. x 1 ft. Vs i' 1 -

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Chikusai Tokusho, meaning "A Study in a Bamboo Grove", is the traditional

name for this painting. Dominating the scene is a pair of gnarled and ancient

pines growing from a great outcropping of rock in the foreground. Although slight

in dimensions, the painting is infused with poetic and spiritual qualities that cause

it to be regarded as a precious relic of Muromachi Suiboku painting—the more so

because many scholars believe it to be probably one of the most authentic of

Shubun 's works.

Inscribed above the painting are a preface dated 1418 by Toren, chief priest

of the Nanzenji monastery, and poems by Ryuha and four other Zen priests. The

preface states that the painting was owned at the time by one of Shubun's fellow

priests at the Shokokuji monastery.
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39. KANZAN

By Reisai. Muromachi period, first half of loth century.

Kakemono, painted in sum! on paper, 2 ft. 8% in. x 1 ft. IV2 in.

Owned Anonymously.

Little is known of Reisai, who appears to have lived in the first half of the

fifteenth century. This painting bearing his seal shows Kanzan (cf. No. 33)

standing alone in the wind on top of a cliff, smiling derisively at mortal tumult

from which he is free. The scroll in his hand probably is a scroll of his poems.
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40. Y LIMA K O J

I

By Bunsei. Muromachi period, dated 1457.

Kakemono, painted in snmi on paper, 3 ft. y% in. x 1 ft. 2 in.

Owned by the Museum Yamato Bunka-kan, Osaka.

Yuima Koji ( Yimalakirti) was a disciple of Shaka. He was a man of great

wisdom and learning, a religious philosopher who did not enter the priesthood

but expounded the occult principles of Buddhism as a layman.

Above this painting is an inscription dated 1457 by Somoku, head of the Xan-

zenji monastery, to the following effect: a Zen priest called Zensai, son of the

valiant warrior Arakawa Aki-uji, converted his father's house into a Buddhist

monastery and had this image of Yuima Koji painted in his father's likeness as an

object of worship for the monastery.

Bunsei appears to have been a follower of Shubun in the mid-15th century.

Details of his life and career are unknown.
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41. AUTUMN AND WINTER LANDSCAPES

By Sesshu ( 1420- 1500) . Muromachi period.

Pair of kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 1 ft. 6Vi in- x 11-9/16 in.

each.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

These famous paintings, which are ranked among the greatest masterpieces

of Japanese art, once belonged to a set of four paintings depicting the four seasons,

but the spring and summer landscapes have been lost.

Sesshu, considered by some the pre-eminent painter of the Muromachi period,

is distinguished for the power of his brushwork and the magnificence of his com-

positions. He was master of many styles, encompassing the whole range of sui-

boku art. He had numerous disciples and imitators, and his influence extending

into later generations was enormous.
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42. AMA-XO-HASHIDATE

By Sesshu (1420-1506). Muromachi period.

Kakemono, painted in snmi on paper, 2 ft. 11-3/10 in. x 5 ft. 5% in.

Owned by Mr. Toyokage Yamanouchi, Tokyo.

Ama-no-hashidate, meaning "Bridge of Heaven", is a two-mile long spit of

land bridging an inlet of the Japan Sea, on the coast north of Kyoto. It has been

noted in Japan from early times as one of the Three Famous Views.

This sketch of Ama-no-hashidate was produced by Sesshu near the end of

his life. Such sketches from the actual scene are rare in Japanese art of the

period.
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43. FLOWERS AND BIRDS

Traditionally ascribed to Sesshu (1420-1506). Muromachi

period.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in sumi with slight coloring on paper,

5 ft. 4-1/16 in. x 12 ft. 3% in.

Owned by Mr. Junzo Kosaka, Tokyo.

These screen paintings of flowers and birds of the four seasons have no signa-

ture or seal but by tradition are attributed to Sesshu. Though landscapes were

his specialty, Sesshu painted a number of exquisite flower and bird scenes such

as these.
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44. SHOSHO HAKKEI

By Shokei. Muromachi period, late loth century.

Album. China ink on paper, 1 ft. 1-15/16 in. x 9-5/16 in.

Owned by the Hakutsuru Museum, Hyogo.

Shokei ( also known as Keishoki ) was a priest of the Kenchoji monastery in

Kamakura, who learned painting from Geiami (Shingei). Shown is one of Sho-

kei 's best works, the album of Eight Scenic Views of Shosho (Hsiao-hsiang) . This

locality in Honan Province, China, was one of the popular subjects of suiboku art.
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The names of the eight views are:

Sanshi Seiran. A mountain village on a fine summer day.

Enji Bansho. Sound of the evening bell from the distant temple.

Empo Kihan. Fishing boats putting in to the bay.

Shosho Ya-u. Night rain at Hsiao-hsiang.

Gyoson Sekisho. Evening glow over a fishing village.

Dotei Shugetsu. Autumn moon on Lake Tung-ting.

Heisa Rakugan. Wild geese flying down to a sand-bar.

Koten Bosetsu. Evening snow on the lake.
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45. LANDSCAPE

By Kano Motonobu (1476-1559). Muromachi period.

Kakemono, painted in sumi with slight coloring on paper, 2 ft. 6% in. x

4 ft. 7/16 in.

Owned by Koxchi-ix, Kyoto.

Like his father Kano Masanobu, Motonobu was a painter in the service of

the Ashikaga Shogunate. Although the father was first in line of the Kano school

of painters, it was really Motonobu who established the style of the school by

combining elements of traditional Japanese style with the "Chinese" or "Kanga"

style of Muromachi suiboku painting. The school thus begun was continued

through several centuries by many generations of the Kano family.
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46. LANDSCAPE.
BIRDS AND FLOWERS.

Attributed to Kano Motonobu (1476-1559). Muromachi period.

Two kakemono, painted in sumi and faint colors on paper. 5 ft. 10-1/1 ')

in. x 4 ft. 8 in. each.

Owned by Reiun-in, Kyoto.

Motonobu's skill in executing works of large scale is well shown by these two

examples from a series of paintings in the Reiun-in.

The pictures in this series are sequential in composition; originally they were

mounted on fusuma (sliding doors) to provide a grand decoration for a large

room in the Reiun-in. All are now remounted as kakemono.
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47. HAWKS ON PINE TREES

By Sesson. Late Muromachi period, 16th century.

Pair of kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 4 ft. 1% in. x 1 ft. 9 in. each.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Sesson lived in northeastern Japan in about the mid-16th century. An ad-

mirer of Sesshu, he is noted for his free and energetic brush, by which he imparted

an elemental power to his better ink paintings. These hawks on pine trees are

among his best works.
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48. WIND AND WAVES

By Sesson. Late Muromachi period, 16th century.

Kakemono, painted in sumi with slight coloring on paper, 8% in. x 1 ft.

% in.

Owned by Mr. Fumihide Nomura, Kyoto.

In depiction of motion, Sesson 's vigorous brush was sometimes unexcelled, as

in this famous and inspired painting of a sea coast with a storm buffeting a ship

and lashing a thatched cottage. A happy combination of superb compostion and

brushwork make this one of Sesson 's memorable paintings.
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49. LANDSCAPES WITH SUN AND MOON
Artist unknown. Momoyama period, 16th century.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in colors on gilded paper, 4 ft. 10 in. x

10 ft. 4-y2 in. each.

Owned by Kongoji, Osaka.

Landscapes of the four seasons were a favorite subject of door and screen

paintings for interior decoration. The right-hand screen of the pair here exhib-

ited is a spring-and-summer landscape with the sun overhead; the left-hand screen

is an autumn-and-winter landscape with the crescent moon. Though related in

points of style to late Muromachi painting, these screens show the decorative

technique, the grand manner of the Momoyama period.
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50. HORSE -TRAINING

Artist unknown, Kano school. Momoyama period, 16th

century.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in colors on paper, 5 ft. VL» in. x 11 ft.

9% in. each.

Owned by Daigoji, Kyoto.

The eagle, hawk, ox, horse and other such powerful birds and beasts were

popular subjects of painting after the Muromachi period, reflecting patronage

of the arts by the shoguns and the samurai class. Exhibited here are scenes of

horse-training, done by an artist of the Kano school. Kano artists often used

the kaki-okoshi technique of outlining the figures in black, then coloring them

and finally drawing the contours again in black over the pigments. In the present

paintings such preliminary drawings have been exposed in spots where the over-

laid pigments have deteriorated.
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51. WESTERNERS IN JAPAN (NAMBAN BYOBU)

Artist unknown. Early Edo period, 17th century.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in colors on gilded paper, 5 ft. 1 Vi in. x

11 ft. IOMj in.

Owned by His Majesty the Emperor of Japan.

The Momoyama and early Edo periods were richly productive of genre paint-

ings of "outdoor" subjects such as sports, festivals, farm life, etc. Trade with

Europe flourished at the time, and the oddly dressed Europeans who turned up

in Japan aroused much curiosity and also became a popular subject of genre

painting. Screen paintings of this subject were termed Namban Byobu, byobu

meaning screen and namban meaning barbarians from the south, the direction

from which Europeans approached Japan.

The right-hand screen of this representative pair of Namban Byobu shows

a Christian church with missionaries and Japanese onlookers, Portuguese mer-

chants, etc. The left-hand screen depicts the unloading of a European boat.
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52. PEONIES.
PLUM TREES BY THE BRUSHWOOD FENCE.

By Kaiho Yusho (1533-1615). Momoyama period, early 17th

century.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in color on paper, 5 ft. 5% in. x 12 ft. each.

Owned by Myoshinji, Kyoto.

Kaiho Yusho, born in a family of warriors, painted many suiboku pictures in

which the forceful, slashing brushwork seems that of a warrior. He is noted also for

decorative paintings in bright colors, here represented by screen paintings of

peonies and plum trees. The screens bear the signature and seal of the artist.

Yusho was founder of the school of painting known as the Kaiho school.
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53. MONKEYS IX THE BAMBOO GROVE

By Hasegawa Tohaku ( 1539-1 G10). Momoyama period, early

17th century.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in sumi on paper. 5 ft. x 11 ft. } 2 in. each.

Owned by Shokokuji. Kyoto.

Among painters who continued the style of Muromachi Suiboku-ga into the

Momoyama period, one of the most eminent was Hasegawa Tohaku. Tohaku

was greatly influenced by Mu Ch 'i, Chinese painter of the Sung dynasty whose

works were imported to Japan and admired there much more than in China.

Tohaku developed a distinctive style, on which was founded the Hasegawa school

of painting.
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54. PINE TREES AND FLOWERING GRASSES

Attributed to Hasegawa Tohaku (1539-1610). Momoyama
period, 16th century.

Two-fold screen, painted in colors on gilded paper, 7 ft. 6 in. x 10 ft.

10% in.

Owned by Chishaku-in, Kyoto.

The jusuma (sliding door) paintings in the Chishaku-in are among the su-

preme masterpieces of the "gorgeous style" of the Momoyama period. Exhibited

are two examples which recently were remounted as folding screens. The Chi-

shaku-in paintings are said to have been installed originally in the Sho-unji, a

monastery built by Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

The paintings have been attributed to Hasegawa Tohaku (cf. No. 53) who

is renowned mainly for his paintings in sumi.
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55. PEONIES

Traditionally ascribed to Kano Sanraku (1559-1635).

Momoyama period, early 17th century.

Four sliding doors, painted in colors on gilded paper, 6 ft. ^2 in - x 5 ft.

% in. each.

Owned by Daigakuji, Kyoto.

The Shin-den or Imperial Hall in the Daigakuji is popularly known as the

Peony Hall because of the gorgeous paintings of peonies on gold foil covering

the sliding doors around the enclosure. A group of doors from this hall are here

exhibited.

The attribution to Kano Sanraku is fairly plausible. Sanraku was a pupil

of the famous Kano Eitoku; his work is representative of the Kyoto Kano school.
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56. CHERRY BLOSSOMS AND PHEASANTS

By Kano Sadanobu (1597-1623) and others. Momoyama
period, 1614.

Four sliding doors, painted in colors on paper, 6 ft. (i in. x 4 ft. 7 in. each.

Owned by Nagoya Municipality.

These sliding doors with paintings of kiji (golden pheasants) and cherry blos-

soms are from the inner keep of the Nagoya Castle, where they formed part of the

decoration of the Omote Sho-in (reception hall) in the goten (lord's residence).

On the reverse sides of the doors are paintings of pine trees and birds.

Like other sliding doors formerly in the goten, these were painted in 1614

by Kano Sadanobu, head of the Kano academy at the time, assisted by a group

of Kano artists. The Omote Sho-in doors are particularly distinguished as exam-

ples of late Momoyama style.

The Nagoya Castle was burned during World War II but its paintings had

been removed for preservation elsewhere.
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Ol PLUM BLOSSOMS AND BIRDS IN SNOW

By Kano Tannyu (1602-1674). Early Edo period, 1633.

Four sliding doors, painted in sumi and faint colors on paper, 6 ft. 4% in.

x 4 ft. 5% in. each.

Owned by Nagoya Municipality.

The Joraku-den Hall of the Nagoya Castle was completed in 1633, and its

sliding doors were painted in the same year by the celebrated Kano Tannyu, head

of the Edo Kano school. Though the hall was destroyed in the last war, the

doors had been moved to another place where they were preserved. Exhibited
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are four of the doors, with Tannyu's paintings of plum blossoms and pheasants

in snow (the paintings of flowers and birds on the reverse sides are by another

artist )

.

The Kano school flourished first in Kyoto, but Tannyu went to Edo to serve

the new shogunate of the Tokugawa and there founded a separate Kano school,

called Edo Kano to distinguish it from the Kano school remaining in Kyoto ( Kyo

Kano) . Tannyu displayed such talent that the Edo Kano school under him came

to represent the main current of Kano painting and, indeed, of Japanese painting

in general in the Edo period.
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58. SHRIKE

By Miyamoto Niten (1584-1645). Edo period.

Kakemono, painted in sumi on paper, 4 ft. l
r,

s in. x 1 ft. 9-9/1(5 in.

Owned by the Nagao Museum, Kanagawa.

Niten is famous in Japan as Miyamoto Musashi, a samurai whose skill as a

swordsman is legendary. He was also a remarkably talented suiboku artist, his

work being characterized by terseness of expression and keen, swift brushwork,

calling to mind the master swordsman. He injected great intensity into his ink

sketches, as in this masterpiece showing the fierce little bird perched atop a dead

branch reaching into the autumn sky.

Niten belonged to no school of painting and founded no style, but his work

may be thought of as a late phase of suiboku-ga, now almost fully divorced of

religious elements.
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59. WIND GOD AND THUNDER GOD

By Tawaraya Sotatsu. Edo period, early 17th century.

Pair of two-fold screens, painted in colors on gilded paper, 5 ft. 1-11/16

in. x 5 ft. 7% in. each. (See frontispiece.)

Owned by Kenninji, Kyoto.

Sotatsu appears to have flourished in the late Momoyama and early Edo

periods, but details of his life are obscure. Sotatsu's distinctive style is said to

be compounded of diverse elements, including the decorative style of Momoyama
screen painting, with its bright coloring and gold leaf backgrounds, its strength

and exuberance; the Yamato-e styles (together with Yamato-e subjects) of the

Heian and Kamakura periods—especially of the former period, with its grace

and refinement; and the "wet brush" technique of Mu Ch'i, which Sotatsu applied

to painting in colors. To these Sotatsu added an enormous measure of original

genius, especially in design and composition. The present examples are Sotatsu's

humorous depiction of the Wind God, carrying his wind in a large bag, and the

Thunder God, beating his drums.
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60. POEM SCROLL
Painting attributed to Tawaraya Sotatsu (early 17th cen-

tury). Calligraphy by Hon-ami Koetsu (1558-1637).

Emakimono, painted in sumi and gold and silver ink on paper, 1 ft. iy$

in. x 27 ft. 4% in.

Owned by Mr. Issei Hatakeyama, Tokyo.

Koetsu was a man of many talents and interests. He was a distinguished

artist in makie or inlaid lacquer, a master of the tea ceremony, a connoisseur of

swords, a painter. He founded a village for artists at Takagamine in the north-

ern outskirts of Kyoto. Most of all, however, Koetsu is famed for his marvelous

calligraphy.

Inscribed by Koetsu on the present scroll are poems from the Kokin Waka-

shu, an ancient anthology. The paper is decorated with paintings of flowers in

gold and silver ink, attributed to Sotatsu. Such combinations of fine calligraphy

and ornamented paper were much in vogue at the time.

The scroll bears the signature and seal of Koetsu and a seal of Sotatsu.
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61. WEEDS AND BIRDS

By Tawabaya Sotatsu. Early Edo period, 17th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 3 ft. 3 in. x 1 ft. 6 in.

Owned by Gyokudo Kawai, Tokyo.

Sotatsu excelled in suiboku as well as in painting in colors, but the style and

spirit of his suiboku are quite different from those of Muromachi Suiboku-ga. His

line is broad and smooth, his forms edgeless and soft. His work conveys warmth

and tenderness as well as immense charm.

This painting of weeds and birds illustrates his style and shows his technique

of tarashikomi, which is to paint with a wet brush in one shade of ink and then

to add another shade to produce a delicate merging or spilling-over of the two

(or more) shades. The technique is used with different colors as well as with

different shades of black or tinted ink. The painting bears the signature and

seal of the artist.
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62. AZALEAS

By Ogata Korin (1658-1716). Edo period.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. 3 in. x 1 ft. W^ in.

Owned by Mr. Ixo Dax. Tokyo.

The style of Sotatsu and Koetsu was revived in the late 17th century by

Ogata Korin. Like Koetsu, Korin was skilled in the arts of makie, calligraphy

and the making of tea utensils. However, he is most noted as a painter, in which

he took Sotatsu as his model but developed his own characteristics. Korin's paint-

ing as compared to that of Sotatsu is more refined and polished. It lacks some-

thing of Sotatsu's vigor and exuberance, while gaining in grace and technical

mastery. In imaginative design and eompostion, Korin is one of the foremost

talents in Japanese art. In these achievements Korin was emulated by his

brilliant younger brother Kenzan, who is noted particularly as a ceramist. This

painting of a small azalea by a stream bears Korin's signature and a seal reading

"Dosu", one of Korin's pen names.
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63. SKETCHES OF BIRDS

By Ogata Korin (1658-1716). Edo period.

Two books, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. 4-1/10 in. x 2 ft. each.

Owned by Mr. Zen.tttro Watanabe, Tokyo.

Korin's decorative art was based partly on his diligent studies of nature,

exemplified by the sketch books here exhibited.

The books consist chiefly of sketches of birds. Probably the sketches, total-

ling 172, were done originally on separate sheets. They were formerly among

the Korin materials in the possession of the Konishi family, to whom Korin was

related.
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64. SKETCHES OF FLOWERS
OF THE FOUR SEASONS

By Sakai Hoitsu (1760-1828). Edo period, 1818.

Makimono, painted in colors on silk, 1 ft. Vs in. x 23 ft. % in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Hoitsu was the second son of the Daimyo Sakai, Lord of Himeji Castle. He
studied many schools of painting but finally became a devoted and able student

of the Korin school, a revival of which he effected. His own style shows also the

influence of the realistic painting of the later Edo period, in particular of the Shijo

school. It was employed to best effect in his paintings of flowers and plants and

is well represented by this scroll of the Flowers of Four Seasons.
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65. LANDSCAPES

By Uragami Gyokudo (1754-1820). Edo period.

Booklet, painted in snmi and faint colors on paper. 11-11/16 in. x 8% in.

Owned by Mr. Hikotaro Umesawa, Kanagawa.

Gyokudo lived in the manner of the true literati of the Edo period. He was

a good poet, wine bibber, lover of nature, a constant traveller, and was particu-

larly skilled at playing the koto ( a harp-like instrument)—he used the pseudonym

Gyokudo-kinshi (Gyokudo, the koto player). This example of his work shows

his bold composition and vigorous, unconventional brushwork.

The booklet bears the signature and seal of the artist.
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66. LANDSCAPE

By Ikeno Taiga (1723-1776). Edo period.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in colors on gilded paper, 5 ft. Q~/s in. x

12 ft. 5% in. each.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

The latter half of the Edo period saw the rise of a great new school of paint-

ing, called the Nanga or Southern school, which was fostered by intellectuals and

in character was the opposite of Ukiyo-e. The style seen in Nanga painting was

advanced earlier by Chinese literati and so was known also as the "literati" style.

It represented a return to idealism and subjectivism together with freedom from

conventions, especially the empty formulas of the late Kano school. Its propo-

nents spurned academic emphasis on technique and followed the principle that

the artist should paint according to his inspiration and temperament (the Nanga

school is in fact only a rough grouping of many individual and wide-ranging

styles).

Although most painters of this school were ostensibly amateurs, they devel-

oped great professional skill and advanced new methods in both sumi and color

painting. The first great painter of the school was Taiga, a self-taught artist and

student of Zen doctrine whose poetic landscape painting is a high point of Edo

period art. The landscape screens here exhibited, which are among his more

decorative works, contrast the "hard" Northern ( Hokuga ) style, Taiga's free

version of which is seen in the left-hand painting of a house in the mountains,

with the "soft" Southern style, seen in the right-hand painting of a house on the

lake. The screens are painted on a gold ground, mainly in black, green and blue.

They bear the seal of the artist.
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67. SUNNY MORNING AT UJI

By Aoki Mokubei (1767-1833). Edo period, 19th century.

Kakemono, painted in snmi on paper, 1 ft. 2-1/1(5 in. x 1 ft. ll^i in.

Owned by Soichiro Ohara, Okayama.

Mokubei, one of Japan's most famous potters, was also a good painter in the

Nanga style. He was a friend of scholars and literati and was called "the learned

potter".

The present painting shows one of Mokubei's favorite subjects, a morning

scene of the River Uji in the vicinity of the Byodo-in monastery, known for its

beauty.
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68. PORTRAIT OF ICHIKAWA BEIAN

By Watanabe Kazan (1793-1841). Edo period, 1837.

Kakemono, painted in colors on silk, 4 ft. 2% in. x 1 ft. ll 1
/! in.

Owned by Mr. Goro Katakura, Tokyo.

Related item: Sketch for the portrait. Kakemono, in colors on paper,

1 ft. 3% in. x 11 in. Reproduced below.

Kazan was a man of samurai class who studied both European and Nanga

styles of painting. He introduced Western techniques into this portrait of his

teacher Ichikawa Beian (1779-1858), done in commemoration of Beian's 60th

birthday. It represents Kazan's mature style, being the last of his many portrait

paintings. The painting carries the signature and seal of the artist and an inscrip-

tion by Beian.

Kazan, a progressive and patriotic man, dared to criticize the national isola-

tion policy of the Tokugawa Shogunate and for this was confined to his native

town, where he later took his own life.
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69. PINE-TREES IN SNOW

By Maruyama Okyo ( 1733-1795). Edo period, 18th century.

Pair of six-fold screens, painted in sumi and faint colors on gold paper,

5 ft. Sy8 in. x 11 ft. 9 7/8 in. each.

Owned by Mr. Takakimi Mitsui. Tokyo.

Okyo was founder of the Maruyama school of realistic painters in the Edo

period. Okyo rebelled against the conventions of the Kano academy and other

traditional and subjective styles and argued for objective, scientific observa-

tion as the basis for truly interpreting nature. He filled his sketchbooks with his

own meticulous studies.

The Pine Trees in Snow are a well-known example of Okyo's realistic por-

trayal of nature.
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70. SKETCHES OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS

By Maruyama Okyo ( 1733-1795). Edo period, 1770-1772.

Two makimono, painted in colors on paper, (a) 1 ft. 5% m - x 9 ft. 7/16

in.: (b) 1 ft. x 33 ft. 2% in.

Owned by Mr. Sozaemon Xishimura. Kyoto.

These scrolls comprise a large number of sketches made from nature by Okyo,

founder of the Maruyama school (cf. No. 69). The sketches are inscribed with

dates and other notes by the artist.
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71. DANCERS

Artist unknown. Edo period, 17th century.

Six-fold screen, painted in colors on gilded paper, 2 ft. 1 in. x 8 ft. 1% in.

Owned by Kyoto Municipality.

Dancing, along with the Kabuki play, became a very popular entertainment

in the Edo period, and genre paintings of dances were made in great number.

This screen painting of dancers is a good specimen of the type. Each panel

of the screen shows one dancer, so that when this and similar screens are placed

in a room the occupants are surrounded by a group of beautiful women entertain-

ing them with dancing.
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72. NAWA NO REN

Artist unknown. Early Edo period, c. 1650.

Two-fold screen, painted in colors on paper, 5 ft. 4 in. x 2 ft. 11 in. each.

The left panel is a later addition.

ChvxED by Mr. Kunizo Hara, Tokyo.

This painting shows a lady opening a rope curtain ( nawa noren) to step out

of the house. Her pose and clothing are portrayed in a decorative style popular

in genre painting of the Early Edo period.
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73. YUNA

Artist unknown. Early Edo period, c. 1650.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 2 ft. 4% in. x 2 ft. 7-11/16 in.

Owned by Mr. Mokichi Okada, Shizuoka.

The painting Yuna, or Women of the Gay Quarters, shows a group of courte-

sans on parade. It is typical of the subjects popular in genre painting at the time.

This was originally part of a screen or sliding door.
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74. BEAUTY

By Hishikawa Moronobu (1618-1694). Edo period, 17th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 1 ft. 1 1-5/10 in. x 11-15/16 in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Moronobu, famous as a pioneer of Ukiyoe, was a distinguished painter as

well as designer of black-and-white wood-block prints. His work is representa-

tive of the style of genre painting popular at the time of the Genroku era or 1690's.

This painting of a "Beauty" shows a woman of the time with her head turned

to look over her shoulder. The work bears the signature and seal of the artist.
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75. BEAUTY

By Kaigetsudo Ando. Edo period, early 18th century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 2 ft. 10% in. x 1 ft. 5% in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Kaigetsudo specialized in side views of plump beauties, invariably in a stand-

ing pose with contours of dress boldly accented. This representative example is

fine especially for the elaborately drawn patterns on the kimono. It has the signa-

ture and seal of the artist.
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76. KABUKI ENTERTAINERS

By Miyagawa Choshun (1683-1753). Edo period, 18th

century.

Makimono, painted in colors on silk. 1 ft. 2% in. x 12 ft. 7% in.

Owned by the Museum Yamato Bunka-kan. Osaka.

Choshun lived in Edo where he studied the work of Hishikawa Moronobu

and developed his own style of Ukiyo-e painting, distinguished from that of other

artists for its sweetness and delicacy. He made no wood-block prints.

The present scroll painting treats of a group of young Kabuki actors and

accompanying entertainers who are invited to play at the house of a daimyo. The

scroll begins with a street scene in which the entertainers are seen carrying their

instruments and ends with the performance in the daimyo 's house.

The scroll has the signature and seal of the artist.
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77. BEAUT Y

By Miyagawa Choshun (1683-1753). Edo period, 18th

century.

Kakemono, painted in colors on paper, 2 ft. 11% in. x 1 ft. 1% in.

Owned by the Museum Yamato Bunka-kan, Osaka.

This painting of a "Beauty" is typical of Choshun's work in its good sense

of form, its rich and bright coloring and its careful depiction of the pattern of

fabrics. It bears the signature and seal of the artist.
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78. MIROKU BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Asuka period, 7th century.

Gilt bronze. Ht. 1 ft. 4% in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Miroku Bosatsu (Maitreya) is the Buddhist "Messiah" who is now lord of

Tusita heaven and who, according to scriptures, will appear on earth 5,000 years

after the nirvana of Shaka, Indian founder of Buddhism. He is seated on a ped-

estal in hanka pose, one leg crossed and his right hand touching his cheek. This

is a posture of meditation. There are many extant specimens of Miroku among

sculptures of the Asuka period (e.g., nine among the Shiju-hattai Butsu group);

evidently faith in this future Buddha was prevalent at that time.

There is an incised inscription on the pedestal, to the effect that the statue

was made in the cyclical year of Fire-elder and Tiger (presumably 606 A.D. or the

]4th year of the reign of Empress Suiko) at the wish of Lord Takaya for his

wife Amako.

The style, with the large eyes and head and slender body, is presumably

Korean.
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SHIJU-HATTAI BUTSU BRONZE STATUETTES
The gilt-bronze statuettes numbered 79-84 in the exhibition are six of the

so-called Gomotsu Shiju-hattai Butsu (Forty-eight Buddhist Divinities in the

Imperial Collection). This group of statuettes was formerly a part of the im-

mense art collection of Horyuji, Nara, one of the oldest of Japanese monas-

teries founded early in the 7th century. During the Meiji era they were pre-

sented to the Emperor Meiji; after the termination of World AYar II they came

into possession of the State. The number forty-eight is a favorite figure among

Buddhists, since scriptures tell that Amida Buddha once proclaimed forty-eight

merciful plans to save humankind.

These works were not originally made as a group. The statuettes are varied

in style, workmanship and presumed dates of production. According to chronicles

in the Horyuji collection, some of them were acquired from the Tachibana-dera

temple in 1078.

They (excepting only one) are all of gilt bronze and represent a triumph of

the elaborate wax-casting technique. Some are Korean in style, others are Chi-

nese, while there are many specimens made in Japan. They are evidence of the

international character of Buddhist civilization which flourished in the Asuka

and Nara periods I 6th to 8th centuries).

The six items exhibited are known as the choice specimens of the group.

79. AMIDA TRIAD

Artist unknown. Asuka period, 6th-7th centuries.

Gilt bronze. Ht. 1 ft. 2 in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

This is the oldest specimen of Amida triads in Japan. On the back of the

pedestal is incised the inscription, "Statue enshrined in Yamada Castle". Though

the modelling and casting are elaborate, the figures are different in attire and style

from orthodox specimens of the Chinese Six Dynasties. Probably this triad was

made by a sculptor of Chinese or possibly Korean origin who had studied a local

style on the continent.
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80. MIROKU BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Asuka period, 6th-7th centuries.

(ilLT BKONZE. Ht. 1 ft. 10 1
/! 111.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

This is a humorous image. The fat and stout body is bent, the right hand

touches the cheek, and though Miroku is in a sacred pose of meditation, he looks

like an old man napping. It is rather unusual that he looks so old, while most

Buddhist images are represented so young. The drapery is beautifully done and

is in good accord with the natural ease of posture.

The halo, which is openwork in copper plate, is among the most elaborate

specimens of the day.
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81. BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Asuka period, 6th-7th centuries.

Gilt bronze. Ht. 1 ft. 5 1 ^ in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

This bronze Bodhisattva is a fine example of the craft of wax-casting. The

modelling of the figure, the refined drapery and the natural shape of the fingers

are all to be noted. The attire is curiously different from that of other Bosatsu.
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82. MIR OKU BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Asuka period, 6th-7th centuries.

Gilt bronze. Ht. 1 ft. 7 in.

Owned by the National Museum. Tokyo.

This statuette bears a close resemblance to the famous Horyuji images of

Shaka and Yakushi made by Tori; quite possibly it was made by one of the

Japanese apprentices who studied under the famous master. Though it is merely

a statuette, this mystic image, clad in thickly woven drapery with schematic folds,

looks strangely larger. It presents every detail of Tori's style—enigmatic smile

on the mask-like face, rigid pose and geometrical treatment of drapery.
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83. KANNON BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Early Nara period, 7th century.

Gilt bkonze. Ht. 1 ft. 2VL> in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

This east image of Kannon is elaborately finished by careful use of the graver.

The long fingers are especially delicate. The supple grace of the figure, with its

ease of posture and naturalness of modelling and drapery, is a far cry from the rigid

frontality and mystic formalism of the Northern Wei style and shows rather the

influence of early T'ang style.
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84. KANN ON BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Asuka period, 6'th-7th centuries.

Wood, lacquered and gold foiled. Ht. 3 ft. 6% in.

Owned by Horyuji, Nara.

In the Horyuji collection are six statues known as the Six Kannon. They

are all made of wood and are similar in style and attire. It is most likely they

were three pairs of attendant Bodhisattvas carved for three Buddha images. The

example here exhibited has been known as Fugen Bosatsu, an attendant to Shaka.

Though it is a wood carving, this statue is often mistaken for a gilt-bronze

work, as may have been the intention of the maker in this age of bronze master-

pieces. Its slender beauty and its charm of innocent expression are highly

appreciated.
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85. KANNON BOSATSU

Artist unknown. Early Nara period, 7th century.

Gilt bronze. Ht. .'5 ft. 4 in.

Owned by Kakukinji. Hyogo.

Compared with the rigid symmetry and frontality of the Asuka style, this

statue is far more natural in posture and expression. The face and modelling, the

pleasant smile and the slight bending at the hips are more human. The folds of

thin drapery are delicately in motion. It is a beautiful interpretation by a Japa-

nese artist of the realistic style of the Chinese T'ang dynasty.
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86. SHUHO-0 B O S A T S U

Artist unknown. Late Nara period, 8th century.

Wood. lit. 7 ft. 2% in.

Owned by Toshodaiji. Xara.

Toshodaiji is an old temple in Nara, believed to have been built for the Chi-

nese Buddhist priest Ganjin who came to Japan in 754 at the invitation of

the Imperial court. Many sculptors, painters and other artists accompanied

Ganjin and by this means the style of sculpture of the T'ang dynasty was brought

directly to Japan.

This majestic statue was made of a single block of wood. Vestiges of two of

the original six arms remain.
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87. YAKUSHI NYORAI

Artist unknown. Late Nara period, 8th century.

Wood and dry-lacqver. Ht. 4 ft. % in.

Owned by Jingoji, Kyoto.

This sculpture has a wood foundation covered with a thick coating of lacquer.

Details such as the eyes, nose, lips and fingers are shaped with kohuso, a paste

made of lacquer stiffened with sawdust or incense powder. Thus the technique

was an interesting combination of carving and modelling. The statue is hollow

inside, so as to avoid undue weight and prevent cracking.

The wavy eyelids, full cheeks and swelling rise of the breast are features of

the Nara period style.
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88. RYUTO-KI and TENTO-KI ( Lantern-bearing Goblins)

By Koben. Kamakura period, dated 1215.

Wood, painted. Ht. 4 ft. in. and 3 ft. T 1
^ in., respectively.

Owned by Kofukuji, Xara.

The two goblin lantern bearers Ryuto-ki and Tento-ki were made by the

joined-block technique. Inside the Ryuto-ki statue is an inscription which says

that the image was carved in 1215 by Koben, 4th son of Unkei. As bearers of

lanterns these goblins were originally placed in front of the altar inside the West

Golden Hall of Kofukuji. Because the hall was burned in successive fires, the

goblins lost their original lanterns and the colors applied over the chalk-white

coating came off. The eyebrows of the dragon entwining Ryuto-ki are scarred

by burns.

Because no description of these lantern bearers was given in Buddhist scrip-

tures, Koben was able to be as unconventional as he liked. The eyes are made

of crystal, as is common, but the eyebrows are made of copper plates and the

fangs are also of crystal. The sturdy posture and balance are admirable.
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89, 90. G I G A K U MASKS

Artist unknown. Nara period, 7th-8th centuries.

Wood, painted.

Owned by Todaiji, Nara (two masks) and by the National Museum,

Tokyo (three masks)

.

Gigaku was originally a stately Chinese dance performed to music. Dancers

wore colored masks of large size, made of camphor or paulownia wood, or some-

times of dry-lacquer. On ceremonial occasions the dance was performed in the

court or on open platforms in temple yards.
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91. AMI DA TRIAD

Artist unknown. Nara period, 7th century.

Copper plate repousse. Ht. 1 ft. 3^4 in.

Owned by the National Museum, Tokyo.

Repousse works, shaped by hammering thin copper plates over metal moulds,

were made in number early in the Nara period. The Amida triad exhibited here

is attended by two Buddhist disciples in attitudes of prayer. This is the most out-

standing among extant repousse specimens, in design, craftsmanship and state

of preservation. The representation shows strong influence of Chinese T'ang art,

especially of painting.

It was originally in the art collection of Horyuji, together with the Shiju-

hattai Butsu, and now is owned by the wState.
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